COMMUNITY ADVISORY GROUP
BoRit Asbestos Area
Ambler / Upper Dublin / Whitpain, Pennsylvania

To:

BoRit Asbestos Area Community Advisory Group

From:

Kathleen Lambert

Date:

July 20, 2010

Subject: Summary of the July 14, 2010, BoRit CAG Meeting; actual start time 6:42PM

Next Meeting.
The next BoRit Asbestos Area CAG meeting will be held as follows:

Date:

Wednesday, August 4, 2010

Time:

6:30 – 8:30 p.m.

Location:

Upper Dublin Township Meeting Room
801 Loch Alsh Avenue
Fort Washington, PA 19034

If you have questions or comments regarding the upcoming meeting or about this summary,
please contact CAG Co-Chairs Bob Adams and Sal Boccuti.

CAG Attendees.
Attendees included the following:
Name

MBR/Alt#

Name

MBR/Alt#

Adams, Bob

Mbr.

Boccuti, Sal

Mbr.

Amento, Peter

Mbr.

DiPietro Carol

Dougherty, Bernadette

Mbr.

Emmett, Ted

Mbr.

Hoffmann, Lynn

Mbr.

Froehlich, David

Mbr.

Libertz, Amelia

EPA

Pilling, Beth

Mbr.

Rebarchak, Lynda

Mbr.

Martinez, Michael
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McCormick, Sharon

Mbr.

Slade, Joanne

Mbr.

Morgan, Diane

Mbr.

McDowell, Joe

EPA

Pronczak, Roman

Mbr.

Lowry, Peter

Mbr.

Rovira, Eduardo

EPA

Walker, Joanne

Alt. 1

Pratt, Stacie

EPA

Polish, David

EPA

Pype, Lucinda

CDM

Christine, Lloyd

Wener, Lora

Mbr.

Evans, Vance

Leahy, Terry

EPA

Dahlberg, Britt

Robinson, Fred

Mbr

Marincola, Edythe

Curry, Susan

Mbr.

Celona, Thomas (Ambler Gazette)

Journalist

Kathleen Lambert ( Note taker)

Observers.

There were approximately (6) observers present for at least part of the meeting. Press: Thomas
Celona, Ambler Gazette attended.

Welcome & Announcements.

•

Agenda for the meeting reviewed.

•

Two presentations scheduled, Stacey Pratt and Eduardo Rovira

Presentations
Stacie Pratt- Environmental Protection Agency- Discussing the first phase of the site work
Presentation (included power point slides; see attached scan):
PHASE ONE REMEDIAL INVESTIGATIONOpening remarks: Presentation given at the request of the CAG. The presentation will give the
CAG an overview of the data collected so far. No interpretation of data will be offered during
this presentation. Continued analysis of the data is currently being conducted. The purpose is to
present the data that has been reported. Our first field report has a narrative in the beginning of
the report discussing the data presented here tonight. The remainder of the report contains the
data tables from the tests which were conducted. I am the Remedial project manager with a
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focus on keeping the process moving forward not the person who determines the
recommendations based on data interpretation. Much of my time is spent on answering queries
to our office (as explained in the last meeting minutes June 3rd). The congressional reporting
responsibilities take priority over all other issues by regulation. Our Team includes community
coordinator, toxicologist, ecologist, geologist who work on analyzing the data as the process
moves forward; their reports are not yet complete. Team also includes Community
Involvement Coordinators and Support personnel.
The BoRit site was placed on Superfund list, in 2009, April 8th. First phase is Remedial
investigation of the site. EPA conducts an investigation of the site and then recommends
actions after the sampling is completed, analyzed and reports are issued. During this time we
may find we need to add more sample areas to our work plan, make adjustment, so the process
does take time. We try to keep it progressing at a reasonable pace. Want to find answers to
these key questions: What’s in there, risk assessment to humans and the ecology? What is the
nature of the site? What is the dimension of the contamination? We also compare original
estimates with our test results.
Initial planning for the site is performed during the Phase 2. The activity based sampling and
test well drilling are scheduled for the fall.
Phase One- Remedial Testing Activities:
Activity highlights- Whitpain Park- soil borings and samples, drilled down into (52) locations
to sample soil for odor, asbestos and other contaminants, log areas to find out the nature and
extent of the contamination. Look for areas of pattern to see if we needed more areas for
boring. (25) Samples sent out for VOC analysis, Semi-VOC, pesticides and heavy metals; (25)
Samples sent out for asbestos, pesticides, VOC analysis and heavy metals.
Ground water samples were provided using piezometers drilled in for ground water quality
assessment.
Surface soils sent out (8) samples to test for asbestos, pesticides, VOC analysis and heavy
metals. Report on website: www.epaosc.org/site/doc list.aspx?site id=2475
(Maps of the site in the report shown at the end of the meeting minutes)
Whitpain Park area- method and results:
98% of test area samples had visible ACM in Whitpain Park; along the Wissahickon Creek and
the back alley were the worst areas, deepest is 23ft thick.
Threshold number- numbers above screening levels would mean further review was warranted.
Alone the data does not trigger response automatically, clean up is not always the preferred
action for an area. Above (7) milliliters, fibers per liter are the asbestos screening level. When
the testing shows this range, we are concerned about human exposure.
Analytical Results are listed in the presentation:
• Asbestos- 63% of the samples exceeded soil SL; 100% of samples exceeded
ground water SL
• Inorganic (metals) - exceeded soil and ground water SL’s
• Organics (VOC’s and SVOC’s) - exceeded soil and ground water level SL’s
Inorganic materials were found in the surface soil; (3) areas showed this.
Asbestos Pile- method and results:
(29) locations were accessed with the drilling rig and a hand auger was used in (10) locations
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All tests were performed and samples sent out for analyis; (26) soil samples were sent for
analysis. Ground water samples from piezometers, monitoring wells will be added later, where
sent to be analyzed. A test for PCB’s was performed on the samples from an area where an old
transformer was discovered. Also discovered and later tested was a paste material and shingles.
We mapped the pile which showed 25 ft above grade and 15 ft below original grade in
character.
Arachlor (not sure of the chemical here) was found under transformer discovered buried in the
pile.
All screening levels were exceeded; results are as follows:
• Asbestos- 73% of samples exceeded soil SL; 100% of samples exceeded
groundwater SL
• Inorganic (metals)- Exceeded soil and groundwater SL’s
• Organics ( VOC’s and SVOC’s)- exceeded soil and groundwater SL’s
Reservoir- method and results:
Areas sampled included soil along berm – hand auger was used to collect (14) samples, (10)
were collected using the drill rig
(24) soil samples sent out for analysis- all above tests
12ft deepest point required for sampling
See maps which illustrate locations (attached to meeting minutes)
Screening results are as follows:
• 35% of soil samples exceeded soil SL, 60% ground water exceeded groundwater SL
• Inorganic (metals)- exceeded soil and ground water SL’s
• Organics (VOC’s and SVOC’s) – Exceeded soil SL’s; no ground water samples
exceeded SL’s.

Flood Plain- method and results:
Wissahickon Creek, Tannery Run- samples sent out for the full testing, soil samples from the
toe of the berm to creek edge, sampling performed on creek banks and in surface waters.
(3) deep flood plain samples exceeded soil screening levels for asbestos
Creeks- sample results:
Same tests but fewer samples exceeded safety limits.
• Asbestos- (3) deep flood plain soil samples exceeded soil SL’s; no shallow
floodplain soil samples exceeded soil SL’s
• Inorganic (metals)- exceeded soils SL’s in shallow and deep flood plain soil
samples.
• Organics (VOC’s – SVOC’s) Exceeded soil SL’s in shallow and deep flood
plain samples.
Air sampling-personal air sampling was worn during work and submitted for lab results, based
on OSHA standards
Perimeter/ Stationary Air samples were taken during intrusive activities- nothing exceeded (2)
structures per cubic centimeter
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Considerations for Phase Two:
• Installation of on site monitoring wells
• Will do more sampling for more non-asbestos contaminants
• Community station air monitoring- add to area but not yet finalized as to what is
happening.
• Air data to be looked at by toxicologist; sampling will be done as activity based
sampling as tests.
• Activity based sampling projected for homes along Maple St, small park on Chestnut St
among the areas near piles and reservoir.
• Can perform dust suppression using water while doing this work so it makes it
challenging to collect the samples without extraneous contamination.
Questions:
Q: When will the data be interpreted?
A: Don’t know yet, additional samples seem to be required so we may need to wait until that’s
done.
Q: Has Health information been provided by toxicologist?
A: She is able to evaluate all the data, non-asbestos data included to provide recommendations,
review is not yet completed.
Q: How are you able to determine the margin, boundary or edge of the piles?
A: We need more information to see how far we need to explore, we need more sampling for
that and intend to continue to work along those lines. Based on the borings we did at the park,
the pile edge reaches further than we originally thought. Within the park anything above 180 ft
is part of the pile in some manner. We are not finished sampling on the far side of Tannery Run
and intend to do more.
Q: In terms of the depth can we make a conclusion even preliminary to understand the cubic ft
of ACM?
A: We have done that analysis. It is in the report.
Q: Community has asked this to understand the magnitude of the situation, concerned about
erosion?
A: Risk of exposure is through inhalation not how much waste there is. Right now the risks are
measure, through our air sampling.
Q: What will be the risk over time, the quantity is important to us to understand our long term
risks?
A: We can get an idea with the data we have now but will need more data analysis and
sampling to determine the true extent. Stopping the process from moving and doing such early
analysis would slow us down. In the interim we can give you an early number which will ball
park the figures but will be less accurate.
CAG Request: We would like to see the figure because we hope it will start to allay fears in the
community. Data we now know compared to early estimates will provide us with the
credibility that your estimates are close to what the samples are showing now. We would like a
clearer picture of the order of magnitude.
Q: What are the j-flags?
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A: The estimated value of detection is contained in the sample where it is below the range
which means it’s below detection level, below level of 10 its given a j-flag.
Lab detects it at the lowest screening level.
Q: Are we testing more for dioxins?
A: We will be adding dioxins testing in some areas we found and additional samples will be
taken.
Q: What is the level of exceeding the material as shown in your report?
A: The screening levels were exceeded in the areas mentioned in my presentation. However, I
don’t know all the exact levels without looking at them. These will be analyzed during the risk
assessment phase. Asbestos was high in our piezometer tests and that is why we are adding the
monitoring wells. Our original collection was a rough idea which showed more precise data is
needed.
C: Thanks for giving this detailed presentation.
Q: When will Phase Two start?
A: We hope to start late August and September the latest October.
Q: Will we get a Phase One/ Two work scope plan to review?
A: We are working on the last details of the scoping document.
Q: Was park sample taken down the native soil level? A: Yes
Q: Wissahickon Creek where was the sampling taken? A: At the confluence, Mt Pleasant, to
down- stream at Butler Pike. Refer to maps
Q: Have they awarded the contract for Phase Two yet?
A: Not sure but the RFP is out there, nothing is finalized or not awarded yet.
Q: If the final scope is not done how can, you award a contract?
A: We are working back and forth to get the work plan finalized but the process is in play. The
final will probably have a lag time between when it’s available to the public and when we start
the contract. Geotechnical work will be one contract, disposal of the waste one contract among
others, work order split not yet finalized.

Eduardo Rovira – Environmental Protection Agency-presented the Air sampling issue for the
Tannery Run work
Removal Action process and brief timeline:
On Keasbey and Mattison air sampling- we had (13) locations for removal action air sampling
June 15th locations were set up and did activity based sampling in the buildings.
June 18th same location set up but no activities done in the buildings so sampling will be show
different results.
June 17th did activity based sampling in the buildings. All floors were sampled. We covered
every corner.
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Methods: Activities included walking, running , horse play , spray painting (spray air), all
samples were sent to the lab. Each person carried a low and high volume personal sampling
unit. The trail was characterized as activity-based sampling, high volume air samplers and
personal based samplers were set up for two days on June 18th and June 21st . We performed
walking jogging, shoveling, raking in two locations with (2) hours duration each. We collected
soil samples to make two composite sites samples. We collected (5) smaller soil samples mixed
them together to create an individual soil sample for each location. Air analysis: ISO 10312
(TEM), national asbestos sampling, as determined by code.
Eduardo showed maps to show sampling areas- attach to report
Activity test results are expected in two weeks ready to analyze.

Questions:
Q: Any sampling scheduled in Whitpain Township in the other buildings in the area associated
with the site?
A: I don’t know if that is planned.
Q: Any more questions?
No further questions were raised
New Business
Bob Adams (BA)- Co-Chair- sent a letter to people for review, letter was approved, letter
requested removal of ACM in the Tannery project, Eduardo’s response letter summarized the
fact that it (moving the whole pile) was not scheduled at that time.
Eduardo Rovira (ER)- EPA: In moving pile to get access to Tannery Run site we are only
moving material to access site for work to be done to the stream bank. Want to minimize
movement on location and keep it on the same site, makes sense for logistics, the budget
schedules us to keep it there.
BA: Makes sense in the long range for the CAG to get it removed.
ER : We are responding to the work we need to do but further plans are being made for the
future of the removal. Volume of ACM contaminated material is much greater than the
material we have been sending.
Q: Can you show us a picture of the phase one material removal? ER: Sure
ER: Explaining the Tannery site- pile goes to the edge of Tannery Run, we are removing a
small piece of the pile in order to stabilize the bank creating a flat work area for Tannery Run
work to be performed.
Q: How much higher will the pile be? About 5-8ft on top of what is there at the woods edge,
added material will be 4200 cubic yards
ER: Discussing community concerns for air born material- Concern about clearing material
from the area and shifting it to location on site. We worked with the subcontractor; soil capping
material was not available because there was no room to locate it in the area before the trees
were removed. We needed to consolidate post tree removal; we spread and covered areas as
quickly as we could. We worked overtime to complete the work and minimize possible
exposure. Sprinklers were also put into place to control potential air born material. We are
proceeding with working on small areas to move and cover one behind the other to minimize
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exposure as well as covering areas during non-working hours. We will perform dust
suppression during the whole process. The Air data so far shows, out of (50) air samples
reviewed by the toxicologist showed ACM levels were of no concern.
Q: How many samples failed from the pumps?
ER: Sample collection failed on that sampling but more were taken and duplicate samples were
taken from personal sampler. The air samplers get clogged from time to time with other
particles.
Q: Can we adjust the location of the water pumps to across the creek?
ER: The samplers work better when in the area of digging. We keep the sprinklers running in
the concentrated area we are working on.
Q: Is it doable to move the pile?
ER: Yes but not within the budget for the scope of this project.
Q: Is it in Remedial Investigation’s budget?
ER: We are not to that point in our process of planning.
C: There are people that close to this area, the problem has been around for 40 years, the
warnings have always been don’t touch it so the activity has alarmed the community. We
understand what you are doing is necessary. The community was not given enough warning to
letting people know what’s going on. We (CAG members) are doing our best to answer
neighbor questions but the community feels the protection provided is not adequate.
Q: Can we get reassurance that the process you are using is the best way?
ER: We are using everything we can to do it as safely as possible, the process we are using is
the state of the art and water is the best method.
Q: Possibly a public meeting could allay fears?
ER: We went to surrounding businesses, went to the borough, and others close to the activity
but not the entire community to provide information on what would happen. We are also
developing an updated fact sheet which is posted online in order to calm the fears. We will be
looking at these issues as the project progresses to avoid the situation of a few weeks ago.
Possibly try some door to door canvassing to cover neighborhood more thoroughly. Openness
provides more trust and we need to touch everyone and keep them informed.
Q: What are the long term solutions for the pile moved to the new location on site?
ER: We are covering the area and creating a slope it to prevent erosion, silt fence possibly?
Q: Was there a period during the grubbing where the dust was uncontrolled?
ER: We used the hoses during that period to suppress the dust during this intrusive activity.
Q: We were told disturbing the area was taboo for many years, so why disturb it now?
ER: It’s debatable what is dangerous because of the nuances of the area, but monitoring
informs me we are in good shape (at safe levels, sic.).
C: We need to keep this kind of frank understanding and explanation of the process as we go.
We find you work tonight helpful.
ER: I agree, we need to keep the lines of communication going, conference calls, etc.
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Q: Are the new contractors reviewing wetting procedures after this process?
ER: We are following the procedural guidelines but it’s truly hard to see visual emissions.
C: Area seemed dry during the time when work was not being performed. The areas were also
uncovered.
ER: We need to wet it but it can’t be too muddy. The contractor determines the level of
saturation in conjunction with EPA monitoring. We discuss all these issues in our safety
meetings. The EPA project manager is responsible for controlling the dust suppression in
conjunction with best practices and contractor expertise.

Observer Comments.

•

None

Rules Committee.

•

None

Community Awareness Workgroup.

•

None

Health, Environment, Risk and Safety (HERS) Workgroup.

•

None

Removal/Remediation & Monitoring Oversight (R/R&M) Workgroup.

•

None

Future Plans Workgroup.

•

None.
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Old Business.

•

None.

Open Comment Period.
• Amelia:
She requested to be added to the August agenda in order to fully explain using an asbestos
expert. Will explain alternate to TAG approach. Different process and paper work for each
phase type. Would like to fully explain it and will need an hour.
New Business.

•

The next meeting will on August 4, 2010.

•

Partial agenda includes presentations by Amelia Libertz- EPA; The meeting adjourned
at 09:06 pm.
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Phase One Remedial Testing Map- Reservoir
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Phase One Remedial Testing Map- Creek Locations- Flood Plain
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Phase One Remedial Testing Map- Asbestos pile
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Phase One Remedial Testing Map- Whitpain Park
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EPA Activity Based Testing Map 1

EPA Activity Based Testing Map 2
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